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FRED WAH ------------------

Tsunami Editions: A Review 

Readers any distance from the St!'"ait of Georgia should be aware of a series 

of chapbooks published by Lary Bremner that have appeared out of 

Vancouver over the past three years. I've got twelve of the fourteen (I 'm 

mi sing only Meta.flowers by Arni Runar Haraldson and a reprint of Jeff 

Derksen's Until). These books, all between 15 and 40 pages and all limited 

editions between 100 and 250 copies and costing about $4 or $5 each, 

indicate a tidal well at work in West Coast writing. 
Peter Culley's Frnit Dots, I think the second title in the series, is a 

wonderful and lush exercise in voice that uses subtle shifts in a triadic 

syntax-intext about West Coast forest growth, and always via a carefulness 

and reserve in description that allows image to hover in tactile memory of 

fern, moss, "creeping rootstock, " "rock-broken stream," fertile , moist, and 

green just minutes all year long from the crash of Andean wave. This is a 

long poem that plays off of naturalist descriptive by cutting into syntax to 

jar sensation into a tangible presence not only of image stuff (things-"by 

means of underground runners I crawled under I a tight board fence-") 

but of the palpable words themselves ("veinlets ... cuadex ... chaffy 

stalks ... thrice-pinnate"). The book i a fine example of clean and tasteful 

small-press work; several interrupted text collages, unpretentious type, 

cover, and so forth. 
Small prose or pieces picked up from pun and shift, stories of precision 

about what's going on in the parapoem, stretched language formulas 

sometimes but Gerald Creede's Verbose gets nifty with surprise and like he 

says '11 "take (your) ocks off of. " There are six short-short texts that play 

around and with narrative by diverting the semiological pressure for unity 

into shapes language makes of itself. A short quotation from "Cubbyhole" 

illustrates the kind of attentions Creede manages by anchoring the 

language to the page: 

He wanted a bucket of steam & about this much string. The first 

quarter the first two thirds of the second quarter the third quarter 

the last third of the second quarter the ~last quarter. It was a good 

thing the rain came straight down. Mind ding. Mother would often 

take back my lunch money to buy gin. The solemn of whiz domain. 

Out hats don 't accept gratuities ... would have done'd. You don't 

adapt to an avalanche. 
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me r al gaming going on here. 
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reprinted, thankfully. 
One two three four five six five four three two one is how How Two 

by Kathryn MacLeod invites this narrative almost lyric you to gesture lightly 
to form so that something like "Jack, I will not allow you to extend a) an 
arm I b) an invitation. " really .gets operating room in a mind that counts 
and remember that's what story is anyway. Counting. The real advantage 
to MacLeod's approach to narrative in this sequence of numbered riffs is 
particularity, so linguistically concrete, syntactically minute, that rhythm, 
the verification of playing in time, reverberates through her texts. Whether 
it be a stanza like "Bone nab. Sweater face. Tenure teeth. I Outside I inherit 
a forest gradually." or a paragraph like 

This time rebuilt. A vital walk. A very long story, a holiday, our 
needs met. There is one organization running the whole country. 
The river teemed with death. We missed you. 

-the dispersion of possible reference is adjourned to allow for distinctive 
and proper recognitions and truths to occur. 

Calvin Wharton's Visualized Chemistry synthesizes old poem shape 
and new languages. As they say, he's cooking, and with a smile sometimes 
at having something to say come up against finding something said, like 
"the voice has many intonations I and designs for renewal I the palms-up 
signal, meaning it. ... " I'd think his ear too has been wide open in these 
dozen poems. The title piece, for example, is a lovely quiet exploration 
spun from a textbook text out into anything, whatever, a kind of eversion 
of the whole notion of thesis and subject. 

A manife to of harmony (tools appear in the document, with 
wooden handle ). He says, "Without the village idiot, there's 
no vilage." A course of action with a cast of millions. Humour 
as also hammer; the real expressed as what gets done. 

The rest of the book looks like poetry and really is, a breadth of verse that 
offers measure of any number of possibilities. 

imilarity concerns writing when psyche circles, so Nancy Shaw tells 
in Affordable Tedium . We can recognize here through some landscape 
black and white photos and word images-anything but tedious-the 
pummeled city days. The poetic sentence is used almost like punctuation 
for the passions and is abetted by an intrigl!ing page-edge wrap-around 
photo sequence as Shaw puts her handle on the therapeutic. 

Tum to grasp the slumped shoulder gesture. 

We sit to listen. 
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something ingular, properly, appropriately, apropo its own movement. 
Believing in the World is subtitled "a reference work" and Susan 

Yarrow offers that it is part of an encyclopedia project. Careful structuring 
out of reference roots , however, shoot off that margin and acquire further 
adhe ion to words themselves which, here, trail a type of mesh bionarra
tive and geography even. I'm drawn to the agility of such a wash of 
sugge tion, image, and story that redefines some container. 

' The children are watching. " (They have no bodies.) Arising, 
brings life along. The way water finds its level. And we are so 
happy to be happy, biographied by oblique reference. 

There are seven poems in thi book, full of stanza, sentence, and phrase, 
sometime line, and a useful balance of play and eyes wide open led by 
the words pen iveness. Penetrating. 

Pageless placement of blacked-out numbers first hooks design into 
Robert Mittenthal ' Ready Terms. Style. (In all of Tsunami's books really.) 
The language-writing in these lined and stanzaed poems operates as a rail 
to which attention encounters blips in the road bed. That is, the writing 
feels engineered to use the form in order to determine possible features 
not necessarily obstacles but aids useful to this navigation. "Ephiph-guide 
seed ," for example. Or I like the landing in "Without Fishing for Initials": 

loyalty aloud drinks 
indulgence 

traight-club 
honey-drone syncope 

The page echo in Dan Farrell 's ape refreshes both surface and space 
to a kind of word clip-art where information's naturally threaded to itself 
and not, for a change, outside. The clarity of emptying out form until only 
the page or book is the proposition frees word for action right there, 
nowhere else. Maybe. Farrell pushes, both coming and going, into the 
book and out of the book, for the elements of artefact. I find the intention 
used in this composition attentive and responsible. The reprisal of 

"piercing gravelwrong late pierced" at 

Into the saltbox stooping. A fog linked all fours. Pent cooty push. 

Clip from beyond. 

depends on th page, on the production of the page. The book at work. 
All th Tsunami books are very much work books. New work books. 

o , lik , work! 
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JI -ME YOON is a Korean-Canadian artist interested in investigating issues of sexual and 
cultural difference. Photos in this i sue are from " plit, " a work-in-process. 

JUDY ANNE LEWI RAD UL was born in Lillooet, BC. Rotating Bodies: Alexis, Crystal and 

Blake, with images by Carel Moiseiwi~sch, was published by Petrade Press in 1988; Boner 
9190and the weak was published in the etherlands (KN ST Pres , 1989). After 9 years, 

she finally finished her BA (Fine and Performing Arts) at SFU this spring. 

KA THY LADE recently graduated from SFU's School for the Contemporary Arts. Deliberate 

Transgressions was shown at Artspeak Gallery in April 1989. 

MI A TOTI 0 is a painter whose work has been shown at the Vancouver Art Gallery, Or 
Gallery, and the Western Front Galle1y. 

ANCY HAW is co-editor of Writing, and curator of the Or Gallery. She ha had a recent 

how at Artspeak Gallery, and Affordable Tedium was published by Tsunami Editions. 

PAUL KELLEY i currently on leave from Vancouver Community College and studying at 

the Ontario Institute for Studie in Education. Recent writings have been published in 

Island, CV II, and Issues in Education and Culture. 

PETER CULLEY is the author of FruitDots(Tsunami Editions) and NaturalHistory(Fissure 

Books). His most recent art critici m appeared in The Capilano Review. 

PHIL McCR M's drawings of "Art of War" in this issue continue a series of work concerning 
diagrammatical strategies and landscape; Fulcrum, another work in this eries, was 

exhibited at the Western Front Gallery. 

RHODA RO E FELD i a poet and visual artist born in Montreal. She has lived in Vancouver 

since 1968. he is the author of Stooks, a B.C. Monthly publication. 

Vi ual artist ROY ARDE was born and lives in Vancouver. He has exhibited his 

predominantly photographic work across Canada as well as in Geneva , Stuttgart, Helsinki, 
and tockholm. Return is the latest of several works he has produced which refer to 

Vancouver's "Bloody unday" of 1938. 

ARA LEYDO wa born in askatchewan. Her visual works have been exhibited in 

Vancouver at the Artspeak, Or, and Western Front Galleries, and at the Contemporary Art 

Center in Seattle. 

TA DOUGLA is a visual arti t living in Vancouver. The exhibition that he organized for 

the Vancouver Art Gallery, Samuel Beckett: Teleplays, has been touring orth America since 
1988, and his own work will be included in the "Ape '90" exhibition at this year's Venice 

Biennale. 

TEVE FORTH is a poet and tran lator who has recently moved to Vancouver after a long 

ray in Japan . ImitatingFlightwas published by Tel Press (Tokyo, 1986), and a manuscript, 

" ine, " i now looking for a publisher. He is working on tran lation of work by Tomi awa 

K.akio and Yoshida Issui. 
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• U. '\ YARR \X' i editor of Raddle .Hoon The pieces from " or 1101 " publish d in this 

i. ~ue are part of Bo k 2 of "The Round ," an en ··Iopa dia project Book l was l uhlished 

as BC!liC!l'illR 111 the World (Tsunami Editions) . lore of Bo k 2 i, forthcoming in Motel. 

T ~1 \I G l 'LEY has recent! ' helped edit, and pro\ i<lcd an introduction to, <lll(f(/ia11 

Panorama, a hook of po m by the Jexican Jrti. t Jost' Tlatdpas. ''Rlxarving the 

hrysoprase B wl," a poem-cycle in a numb r of hooks, is in the final draft sr.1gcs. 

\'ICTORl \X ALKER i an artL c and poet whose work combines\ isu.11 arc anc.1 language. 

, he is \VOrk111g on a · rie of collag · ailed "Alphabet" for a forthcoming show. 11itu1se, 

a chapbook puhli hed by or. e Pre ·s, just won the Dorothy Li esa Po •t'. Prize from the 

~ . r oa, r Book Prize So iery. 
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